### Autumn 2012
### CSS 497 Cooperative Education Colloquium
### December 7, 2012
### 1:00 to 5:00 P.M.

#### Time | UW 2 205 | UW 2 240 | UW 2 305 | UW 2 340
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
2:15 | Brian Hayward  
(TidyWare LLC)  
"Product Photography System Using Computer Vision"  
Olson | Joshua Smith  
(Faculty Research)  
"Titans of Math"  
Erdly | Alex Abbott:  
(University of Washington Bothell)  
"Wonderland Cyber Defense Scoring Engine"  
McCarthy | Michelle Matias  
(Universal Avionics Systems Corporation)  
"Flight Management System Memory Analysis Tool"  
Zander

2:25 | Devin Stone  
(Cloud Cap Technology)  
"Performance Test Suite Support for Multi-Target Tracking"  
Olson | Oliver Nelson  
(Faculty Research)  
"Titans of Math"  
Erdly | Ulana Shastak  
(Expedia)  
"Test Automation Strategy in Packages Team"  
Kochanski | Kacey Cadhoff-Holston  
(PGX PostgreSQL Experts Inc.)  
"Software Developer for Web App Hydra"  
Zander

2:35 | Marcel Okello  
(Center for University Studies & Programs)  
"UWB Course Explorer"  
Stiber | Andy Wun  
(Microsoft)  
"Data Annotationization with Tagging"  
Sung | Edward Kim  
(Starbucks)  
"Starbucks Corporate Building Database System"  
Kochanski | Jordan Kuo  
(Expeditus)  
"Applying Unix & EDIGEN to Export/Air Carrier Messaging/Consol Settlement Process Improvement"  
Zander

2:45 | Yusuf Ali  
(TanZeel)  
"Software Developer"  
Stiber | Shifan (Paul) Wu  
(Concur Technology)  
"Mobile Application Development & testing"  
Sung | Amine Allaouchie  
(Boeing)  
"BAUM System Administration"  
Kochanski | Monique Ducey  
(ivycorp)  
"Ivycorp - Front-end web development & quality assurance in a start-up company"  
Zander

2:55 | Ivan Lebed  
(Cambia Health Solutions)  
"Contract Manager Performance Improvement Project Plan"  
Fukuda | Jebediah Pavleas:  
(Group Project)  
"An Online Tower Defense Game"  
Sung | James Schefter  
(High 5 Software)  
"Android Based Service Management Enterprise Application"  
Kochanski | Alexander Johnson  
(Fluke)  
"Embedded Systems Development for Documenting Process Calibrators"  
Zander

3:05 | Matthew Carlson  
(Philips Ultrasound)  
"Imaging Systems Dev for Ultrasound Machine"  
McCarthy | Tuan Nguyen  
(UW Medical Center)  
"Database & Applications"  
Fukuda | Sebastian Blissett  
(Boeing)  
"Internship at Boeing"  
Kochanski | Nathaniel Williams  
(DRVision Technologies LLC)  
"Debugging & Issue Resolution for Image Processing Software"  
Zander

3:15 | Shaun Blackham  
(Vertafore)  
"Software Developer for AMS360"  
Zander | Jason Woodring  
(Fluke)  
"Electronic QDIP Board"  
Fukuda | Lindsey Rutledge  
(Boeing)  
"Boeing IT Internship"  
Kochanski | Kyle Morrison  
(Neudesic/AmeriShore)  
"Mobile Application Quality Assurance for Neudesic at Permera Blue Cross"  
Zander

3:25 | Sally Yan  
(Transmark Logistics)  
"Silverlight Business Application Development with WCF RIA Services"  
Zander | Jecho Ricafrente  
(Boeing)  
"Boeing Internship, Apptio API Support"  
Zander | Neema Abedini  
(Qualcomm)  
"Test Application Development"  
Kochanski | James Kniest  
(SpaceLabs)  
"Support Developer for Next-Generation Medical Monitor"  
Zander

3:35 | Scott Loomis  
Fukuda | Please try to stay after the last oral presentation and enjoy pizza with CSS Students, Faculty, Staff and Sponsors UW,